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As a global company, WWT and our affiliates are governed by the laws and regulations of those countries in which we do business. In particular, WWT is subject to trade compliance regulations in the various countries in which it sells products and services. It is WWT’s policy to comply with all applicable trade compliance regulations, including without limitation the Export Control laws of the countries in which it operates its main logistics centers, which are the United States of America, Netherlands, and Singapore. It is the responsibility of all WWT Personnel to adhere to WWT’s policy of compliance. To this end, WWT has implemented individual export compliance manuals for each country where WWT is currently exporting products from. These manuals set forth the company’s policies regarding compliance with the specific export control laws and regulations of the applicable country. It is expected that all business partners, customers, clients and sub-contractors of WWT take steps to ensure that all Export Control laws are also complied with. When in doubt, WWT expects its business partners, customers, clients and sub-contractors of WWT to contact it and discuss such matters in advance of the export.
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